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April 30, 2011

Review and Highlights
GOOD SESSIONS, NEW
BLOOD, AND SOME SAME
OLD, SAME OLD

From Purplecar.net

This was my 3rd
year attending
BCNI PHILLY.
Read on for info
and my opinions
about this year’s
event.

WHAT IS BARCAMP?

Barcamp, for those of you who are
learning about the techie muggles in
midst, is an “uncoference” where
impromptu sessions are put up on a
physical board the very morning of
conference.
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the
big,
the

Continued on Page 2

THE INKY’S TAKE

Click http://bit.ly/mtSd16+ to see The
Philadelphia Inquirer’s article about the event,
written by Mohana Ravindranath. The
headline is “Bloggers, others gather” <-LOL.
More than one non-blogger attendee was
amused by this. Marginalize much, Mohana?

HIGHLIGHTS

So, the last two years at BCNI Philly, I met up
with some of my Twitter people that were in
attendance. Unfortunately, though, I did miss a
bunch of people who wanted to catch up in
person. They complained that they couldn’t
find me. Enter the Branded T-Shirt.

Count the chicas. Forget it, don’t. There aren’t many.

Some photos are courtesy
of the Philly Tech Week
album by Technically
Media on Facebook.com.
Others are from my cell or
various people.

Continued on Page 3
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WHAT IS BARCAMP?

Not only are sessions written up on cards
and posted in the morning, but session
titles, times, presenters, etc., can change
throughout the day. A “board admin” must
constantly monitor the board and input the
changes in the online schedule. Attendees
access the online schedule via their smart
phones as they are moving from session to
session.
This constantly changing,
“impromptu” schedule is one of the ways
BarCamp differs from another unconference format called PodCamp. PodCamps
are also unconferences where speakers
volunteer their time and knowledge in order
to have a communication exchange with
similarly-interested people. Unlike BarCamps though, Podcamps’ schedules are
almost entirely arranged before the actual
date of the meeting. PodCamp organizers
will sometimes put certain sessions in
“tracks” (e.g., a podcasting track means you
can attend one session after another that are
focused on podcasting). No such organization even remotely exists in a BarCamp
setting. BarCamp was started by computer
hackers and has very few rules. BarCamp
schedules are run more like a Superbowl
betting grid where you pick a square slot
and hope you happen upon the most
advantageous position. At BarCamp, if you
hear buzz that your session won’t be wellattended because it’s in the same time slot
as Mr. Famous Hack McHacker, you can
un-stick your index card and dump it into a
later time slot. That way, you get to hear the
latest hacking secrets yourself.
Hence, the BarCamp setting is not for
the rigid or administration-dependent
thinker. A somewhat subversive person who
loves the energy and excitement of screwing
with the Conference Fates would feel right
at home at a BarCamp. But, even if you’re
one of those 9-to-5 IBM company men who
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like to sip a nice tom collins while you read
the evening papers, you’d still benefit from
stepping out of your square split level and
attending BarCamp for a day.
The problem I have with unconferences, which are free or close to it, is that
sometimes you get what you pay for. The
free speaking gigs don’t necessarily attract
the best-selling authors or the trendy
Positive Psychology shill. Fortunately, this
BarCamp’s presentations were
not by any means impromptu
nor given by amateurs. The
sessions I attended were, for
the most part, excellent. (see
my other article: “Highlights”
for details)
Another problem with the
unconference model are the
actual attendance numbers;
Brian James Kirk, Sean Blanda presenting,
they never seem to approach
@ConversationAge Valeria Moltoni typing in the foreground
the registration numbers.
People love to register for free
events but then in turn don’t feel very
committed to showing up. The PodCamp
Philly organizers decided a few years ago
that the discrepancy between registrants
and attendees was such a burden on
I didn’t bring my digital
planning and sponsor recruitment that they
SLR camera or a laptop
would institute a small fee for registration.
this year. The weight of
either or both would
Once the small fee was introduced, the
have hindered me. The
willy-nilly registrants backed away and the
lack of my own photos
gap between registrants and attendees
for this newsletter is
lessened. The crowd was pretty good at
bugging me, though.
BCNIPhilly this year, but a bit paltry.
Next time I shoot more
According to the BCNIPHILLY Blog, 350
with my Droid or my
people registered. According to the
N95. Thanks to all the
Inquirer, about 150 attended. I’m thinking
shooters I borrowed
that BarCamp may want to introduce a fee
from
for this newsletter.
for attending also.
I’m not making any
The real reason to go to an
dough off this or
unconference isn’t necessarily the sessions,
anything.
it’s the networking. Meeting people with
similar interests is always a good idea;
Continued on Page 3
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Zach Seward’s grid: Retweets and Favorites on the X Axis, Clicks and Replies on the Y. Awesome Ad-Hoc Research! Photo by the
Technically Media’s BarCamp News Innovation Philly Tech Week album on Facebook.com

This applies, of course, pretty much
only to n00bs, though. As I said, the likes of
Rupert Murdoch won’t show up at this
thing. (I often play this scene over in my
head: I’m a famous author. My old
unconference organizers call me to present.
Do I go? Probably not. … I know; that’s
cold. But it’s the truth). Still, there were
some high-level pros at BarCamp like Matt
Golas of PlanPhilly and Chris Satullo of
WHYY. The organizers, the crew of
Technically Media, are a young motleyand-trending-toward-downright-scruffy
bunch but no slouches in their own rights.
Other Philly old-skool journo types were
around, too, so I have to say I’m duly
impressed with Technically Media’s
recruitment results, which are even more
impressive with the “intimate
setting” (positive PR spin on lower
attendance numbers) of this year’s BCNI.
How are BarCamps and Podcamps free
for attendees? Sponsorships. Because these
kind of events attract the early adopters,
independent contractors, geeks from the
general talent pool, major brand owners
with related products give money to come.
One year at PodCamp Philly, Comcast sent

their recruitment team. This year at BCNI
PHILLY, I met people from Mozilla (yes,
scored some cool FireFox gear), local brand
Azavea, Tropo, Swarthmore’s War News
Radio, NewsWorksWHYY and Temple U.
I’m harping on attendance numbers
because of these sponsors. Future
sponsorships won’t happen unless you can
deliver the eyes, talent and press to the
sponsors. It’s a simple equation. I want to
see more attendees at BarCamp so
BarCamp lives on. They will, of course,
need bigger rooms, though… the sessions I
went to except for one were packed. For
more down-and-dirty details of this
particular unconference experience, see
“Highlights.”
HIGHLIGHTS

The lunch session with WSJ dude Zach
Seward (@zseward) was awesome. That
graphic alone (see above) is worth a parking
ticket or three. The intro to Python and the
concepts of data journalism with Penn grad
Albert Sun was totally geeky and great,
d e s p i t e M r. S u n b e i n g a b i t t o o
inexperienced in teaching programming to
clueless hacks.
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Pic of my branded t-shirt by Amy Quinn

BRANDED TEE
So, the last two years at
BCNI Philly, I met up
with some of my
Twitter people that were
in attendance.
Unfortunately, though, I
did miss a bunch of
people who wanted to
catch up in person.
They complained that
they couldn’t find me.
Enter the Branded TShirt. It kind of
worked… Anyway,
thanks to @RickWolff
for my new design. It
rocks!
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Also, a small intimate session with
Dan Diamond (@ddiamond) about
newsletter strategies was over-the-top
mind-blowing, and I enjoyed meeting the
other session participants like Emily
McManus of TED.com.
The morning session I entered late
(because I was spewing advice at
@ConversationAge Valeria Moltoni,
naturally) given by Howard Weaver was
packed with young and old old-skool
journos who can’t ever seem to get what
is happening to their profession, despite
coming to BarCamp year after year. I
hear them marvel at the supposed
decline of All Things Good and the
Death of Truth over and over. The
Boomers (and you know how I LOVE
me the Boomer Generation) especially
wring their wrinkly hands over the
Internet’s Wreaking of Almighty Havoc
on unbiased reporting (as if there ever
was such a thing! Quelle illusion!).
Perhaps it is because I wasn’t brought up
in a newsroom; I was brought up online
(we had a personal computer with a dialup modem in our house in 1979, when I
was little). I’m an early adopter and have
worked in tech for most of my career. I
see nothing new under the sun. Poor
Howard, a rare, fearless Boomer and old
skool journo, was up there in the front of
the room trying to tell these poor sots
that yes, it seems different, but all of the
same standards of credibility and
reliability still apply, just in morphed
forms, and the crowd kept asking him
the same, basic, you-should-havel e a r n e d - t h i s - i n - 2 0 0 5 - at - t h e - l at e s t
questions. At one point I took out my
phone to check the date. Not the month
or day, mind you, but the year. It IS
2011, right? I mean, these people have
seen a blog or two, right?
SO, the morning session didn’t bode
well for me. But I did get to say hi to and
get my picture taken by my friend,

clueful journo Amy Z. Quinn. I also got
to hang next to my favorite BarCamp
attendee, Heather J. Chin (Heather and I
look for each other yearly at BarCamp).
During the next session, I hung out
with a person I really admire, NYU
Journalism Professor and Pulitzerwinning clueful journalist Jim
MacMillan. While the sturm and drang
of Boomer bust was bubbling in
Howard’s session, I tweeted Jim to ask
him where he was so I could come and
say hello. Jim was manning the sponsor
table as a representative and advisor for
War News Radio. I got to learn a bit
about War News Radio and Jim was nice
enough to let me spew non-solicited
advice at him about recruitment
metaphors (undoubtedly a delayed
psychological reaction on my part to
Howard’s painful Deluded Anonymous
session). Jim’s a lovely sport though and I
regretted not being able to shoot more
shit with (and at) Jim at the happy hour.
But as I said earlier, the other
sessions were quite enjoyable and at
times pretty earth-shattering. At one
p o i n t d u r i n g M r. S u n’s P y t h o n
programming session, I asked how the
data journalists at the New York Times
come up with such astounding graphics.
Mr. Sun, being from the Wall Street
Journal, couldn’t comment, but fellow
attendee, MacDiva Chrys Wu spoke up
and told me that the NYT data
journalists dump their data over to a
team of designers. “Ah,” I thought. “I
don’t have one of those.”
Part of the beauty of BarCamp is
this free exchange of information. I
didn’t feel at all silly asking that question,
and Ms. Wu answered it. She later didn’t
feel silly tweeting about the app I
mentioned in the Mozilla session with
Phillip Smith, @WriteOnGlass (I was an
early beta tester for them). Useful info is
useful info, and an unconference
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environment is a safe place to get it and
share it. That being said, I suppose I
should take back some of my harsh
words about the old skool journos… so
what if it takes them decades to learn
something? I should KUMBAYA it and
let the unconference karma zen it outta
me. But before I get all supple and atone with the universe, I will offer this last
bit of critique for BCNI PHILLY and
the profession of Journalism itself: If you
think I hurled hate at the Boomers
earlier, you should look away now.

UNPROFESSIONAL RANT (THIS IS A BLOG
AND NOT MY PAID WORK SO EVEN THOUGH
IT’S A BAD DECISION TO POST THIS, I’M
GOING TO ANYWAY.)

<hate> Dear Young Journos: Your
OLD BOYS CLUB is worse, FAR
WORSE, than any I’ve ever encountered in all my years of being in tech,
this includes IRC in the late ‘80s and
Fortune 500’s in the ‘90s. Of the 150
who attended BCNI this year, there were
only a handful of journalist women, and
a small percentage of women of any
profession. There is a core group of
Technically Media groupies, all young
men in their ’20’s, who couldn’t manage
to speak to someone outside their gender
or age group on a professional level if
their XBOX LIVE accounts depended
on it. This may just be sour grapes
because most of these young turks have
systematically unfollowed me on Twitter
over the years and generally seem to talk
to no-one but their own core group, but I
find their lack of sociability disturbing.
They didn’t reach out to even the male
visitors that were new faces to them, let
alone the varied-generation women in
their midst. Why do I need to spend a
Saturday at a Post-Lost-Boys-New-Lordof-The-Flies J-School cluster fuck when I
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“BCNI PHILLY 2011 WAS FUN. YOU
SHOULD GO AGAIN AND AGAIN.”
-PURPLECAR

when I could be cataloguing my
mother’s quilting bee chat logs?
These kids, who were in
journalism school with the Technically
Media crew, I’m assuming, who are
somehow related to that bunch
professionally and perhaps socially if
you count Call of Duty raids, are
unwelcoming, unhelpful and cliquey. I
myself tried to start conversations with
them; I watched newcomers try to sit at
a table and chat with them; I even wore
a stupid shirt with my stupid brand on
the back as an ice-breaker, and not one
of these hacks could even look me in
the eye. It’s a testament to Brian James
Kirk and Christopher Wink (and I’dr at h e r- b e - s hy S e a n B l a n d a ) o f
Technically Media that they can 1.
Organize this thing. 2. Get people
outside that core clique to attend. Am I
SOOO intimidating that they just can’t
form a sentence around me or meet my
gaze? Or am I just supremely annoying
and gunking up their genius with my
presence? Is everyone, including the
other young males in attendance, just a
road block? I don’t know. But I do wish
that next year there is more of an effort
by this clique to be more welcoming
and I’d like to see more of a
concentrated effort by the organizers to
welcome women in general. Sincerely,
a woman.</hate>

IN SUMMARY

Ending on a positive note, BCNI
PHILLY ’11 was fun and I
always love seeing the
regulars. The sponsorship
kicked ass with coffee and
bagels in the morning,
sandwiches in the afternoon,
and appetizers and drinks at
night at Happy Hour. The
sessions were helpful, the
facilities (although a bit
chilly) were clean and lovely,
and the organization was
Lunch! Thanks, Sponsors!
impressive. If you ever have
a chance to go to BCNI
PHILLY or to get involved with anything the Technically Media team
touches, run, don’t walk to the quickest
train that will get you downtown. They
are truly a class act, and hold the future
of our fair city, nay, the future of
Information, in their hands.

LINKS

Tech Week Philly Album:
h t t p s : / / w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m /
media/set/fbx/?set=a.
223069204376942.76051.1939063239
59897
BCNI

Main Page:
http://bcniphilly.com/
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